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A “New Start”?
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• One of the biggest German State, Baden-
Württemberg, had shifted several years ago
(2007) the responsibility of organising,
conducting and implementing probation
activities from the Public administration to a
private non-profit organisation called Neustart
(# Austria).

• Current contract between Neustart and the
State of Baden-Württemberg ends in 2016.

Evaluation themes
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� Economic viability
- Performance

- Costs
- Costs-performance-ratio

� Professional Quality

� Organisation
- Implementation

- Processes
- Concept
- Alternatives
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Methodology
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� Document analysis
- Cases

- Reports
- Questionnaire

� Group discussions

� Online survey
- Return rate 77% = 274 (/357) probation officers

� Consultation of probationers, N = 768 (/#15,000)

Results (1)
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� Less than 25% Recall

� From 100 volunteers (2006) up to only 50% of foreseen 1,000 

volunteers (2011)

� Workload = 70

� Only 65% had a working plan (# sentence plan) after 6 months

� Only 18% of probation agents rate positively the IT-based 
documentation system 

� Only 10% of the prison social workers are satisfied with Neustart.

Results (2)
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� 88% of probationers are satisfied with the supervision

� 66% consider a positive development of their general 
situation

� but only 31% housing, 40% employment, 35% finances and 
42 private relationships)

� 81% believe they´ll have a better future
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Results (3)
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� Costs remain stabile

� Costs are lower than public sector (-14%)

� 10% increase of productivity

� But NO regional reoffending statistics available
� The optimistic attitude of probation agents in this regard 

is considered problematical (report, p. 129)

� A NPM-oriented evaluation rather than a desistance 

approach


